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In Paraguay, a special strategic country, held last Saturday and Sunday, March 25 & 26, a two-day 
educational seminar, with the motto “Enriching the Leadership of Cheon Il Guk”, for pastors at the 
national level, leaders of Providential Organizations and Leaders of Home Group where 44 leaders and 60 
members and blessed families. 
 
The Continental Leader, Rev Shin Dong Mo spoke about the basic aspect of the life of faith and the 
importance of the tradition and the directions of the True Mother tradition for Vision 2020. Our Special 
Envoy, Rev Sung Jong Seo taught the essential topics that pastors must handle in order to make a good 
consultation, which is a real spiritual help to members. 
 
President of FFWPU Paraguay shared the emotional experiences during the anniversary of the True 
Parents’ birthday and Foundation Day in Korea, as well as the new World Headquarters reporting system. 
The Director of Education, Pastor Felix Fariña shared the worldwide standard of  Heavenly Tribal 
Messiah to improve our witnessing strategies through Home Group methods, One on One and Oikos. 
 
The participants shared their experiences in the Working Group and exposed the strengths and 
weaknesses in our Home Group and One on One witnessing system. In addition, all were determined to 
fulfill their Heavenly Tribal Messiah goals by expanding the Word of Divine Principle to achieve the 
Victory of the 2020 Vision. 
 
Reflections 

 
Gustavo Giuliano: I think one of the issues that moved me most was the talk of Rev. Sung Jong 
Seo on how to make a consultation correctly. I am inspired to study and deepen this methodology 
and make it part of my daily life.  Thanks to this preparation, the leaders can act according to the 
techniques of inspired consultation based on the heart of the True Parents. Now that we know this 
technique we can help the brothers and sisters to overcome spiritual conflicts. 
 
Agustín Peña: For me it was very useful. In my time availability and possibility, I want to 
transmit to my Home Group what was learned as soon as possible with the aim of improving the 
vessel of love and achieving the multiplication of the Home Group “Nueva Esperanza” carrying 
out the task of Heavenly Tribal Messiah.  My deep thanks to the organizers. Aju 

 


